Morality and the Covid-19 Vaccine and the Vatican.
Hello Pilgrims, Christmas is coming up, the birth of Hope to a fallen world. Recently, there has been
quite a stir about vaccines and aborted tissue, and it may be a topic of discussion at Family gatherings.
Enclosed is the actual document from the Vatican that you can read for yourself. It notes that there
were two aborted fetuses from the 1960’s that had cell lines that were used in some part of Covid 19
Vaccine development process.
In our ten second sound bite culture, I am sure the Media, “accuser of our brother,” is going to say, The
Church is promoting abortions to make vaccines. This is NOT the case. Look at the details of what the
Vatican is actually saying.
Example: Here’s an example that may help you understand the Vatican’s stance: Imagine that in the
1960’s when JFK was brutally killed and let’s say, many scientist and researchers analyzed tissues
regarding JFK, let’s say some of that research and even those cells are used 50 to 60 years later to make
vaccines that actually could save many lives. Because JFK was brutally murdered, is it morally Ok to use
this vaccine?
This is the way I understand what the Church is saying: “it is morally licit ONLY if you are not promoting
killing someone else to make more cells AND if the researchers were very remote and took no part in
the killings or even consented to it AND if there are no irreproachable vaccines available AND if the
vaccine can save many lives.”
The corrupt news sources will skip some of the “ONLY” and “AND” conditions to cause confusion and
division.
Please read the article from the Vatican for yourself at https://zenit.org/2020/12/21/just-in-vaticanpublishes-note-on-morality-of-covid-19vaccines/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=JUST%20IN%20Vatican%20Publishes%20Note%20on%2
0Morality%20of%20Using%20COVID19%20Vaccines%201608568782%20ZNP&utm_content=JUST%20IN%20Vatican%20Publishes%20Note%
20on%20Morality%20of%20Using%20COVID19%20Vaccines%201608568782%20ZNP+CID_79e821d22782a7028fbb579f22da6abd&utm_source=Editi
ons&utm_term=JUST%20IN%20Vatican%20Publishes%20Note%20on%20Morality%20of%20Using%20C
OVID-19%20Vaccines
Other points include:
1. “We do not intend to judge the safety and efficacy of these vaccines, although ethically relevant
and necessary, as this evaluation is the responsibility of biomedical researchers and drug
agencies.”
2. “Practical reason makes evident that vaccination is not, as a rule, a moral obligation and that,
therefore, it must be voluntary.”
I like Robert Kennedy Junior’s website: Children Health Defense because they provide good scientific
information so you can decide for yourself if the vaccines are safe. Please see:
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
Merry Christmas and God Bless,
Guy Murphy

